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Dt.20.08.2020

Office order No:TD/2412020

Sub:

Ref:

lnter Divisional Mutual Transfers of Smt.Surya.U, Points Man B/
SRR/PGT Division with Shri.Lineesh.K.P., Points Man B/NCJ/ TVC
Division in PayMatrix Level -1- reg.
1. This office letter of even no. dated 12.03.2020.
2. ST.DPO/TVC O.O. No: T12212020|TFC/Gr.D dated 02.07.2020.

Part t. The fottowing inter divisionat

ffiffiffi;rdered

with immediate effect.

1.

Smt.Surya.U, (SC) Points Man B/SRR/PGT Division, PF No: 15529800328 in Pay
matrix level-1 is transferred with Shri.Lineesh.K.P.,(SC) Points Man B/ NCJ/ TVC
Division PF NO: 15329801959 in Pay matrix level-1 vice item No.2.

2.

Shri.Lineesh.K.P., (SC) Points Man BiNCJ/TVC Division PF No:15329801959 in
Pay matrix level-1 is transferred with Smt.Surya.U, (SC) Points Man B/SRR/PGT
Division, PF No: 15529800328 in Pay matrix level-1 vice item No.1.
Shri.Lineesh.K.P., Points Man B/NCJ/ TVC Division in Pay matrix level-1 has

been relieved from TVC on 16.07.2020 has reported this office on 17.07.2020. He is
posted at PNMB. The intervening period from 18.07.2A20 to the date of joining at the
station may be treated as waiting for orders/ duty.

The above mutual transfers are ordered based on their requests under usual terms
and conditions applicable for such transfer as detailed below.
1. Their seniority in the new unit will be regulated, as per extant orders applicable to such

transfers i.e. they will either retain their own seniority or take the seniority of the other
in the new unit to which they are posted whichever is lower.
2. They are free from DAR/SPEA/igilance cases on the date of relief.
3. They should not seek retransfer to the parent division/unit at a later date.

4. They are not eligible for any transfer privileges like joining time, composite transfer

grant, pass, etc.
5. They should vacate the Railway quarters, if occupied immediately on their relief.

Failure to comply will be treated as unauthorized occupation and appropriate action
will be taken against them under DAR.

6. They are prepared to serye anywhere in the new seniority unit to which they are

transferred.
7. A declaration accepting the above conditions should be obtained from the

employees before they are relieved on transfer and a copy of the same is to be
fon,rarded to this office for record.
B.

While relieving the employee the relieving memo should consists of the recent

photographs, specimen signature and bio-data duly attested by his immediate
supervisor concerned with directions to report to this office.
9. The employees may be'relieved in terms of instructions contained in Board's letter
No. E(NG)l-2007lTR 126 Dt.04.12.2007

.

10.The employees are hereby advised that in terms of railway Board's letter
No.E(NG)l-2006/TR16 Dt:21.04.06, 12.11.2009 & 11.01.19, no request for
backtracking from the mutual exchange arrangement will be entertained under any
circumstances.
11. The date of relief and joining should be advised to all concerned.

Part ll: The under mentioned employee is transferred and posted to the station noted
against her in the same Pay Level of Pay Matrix on her request.
S.No.
01

P.F No.
1

55298001 25

Name

Design &
Station

Transferred to

Smt.Lima.L.

PMB/PNMB

PMB/SRR

She is nct eligible for any transfer privileges.
The date of her joining may be advised to all concerned.

She should vacate the Railway Quarters immediately on relief, if any occupied
by her. lf she proposes to retain the Quarters as per extant orders, she should apply in
time for retention and obtain prior permission. Retention of Quarters beyond
permission will attract deduction of damaged rate of rent.
This has the approval of the competent authority
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For Sr. Divl. Personnel Officer/PGT
vRfCopy to: ST.DOM/PGT, ST.DFM/PGT
Ch.OS/Optg. Br., TliHqrs/PGT, Ch.OS/ Bills ll,
SS/ PNMB, SRR Employee thro'..... O.O. File, PCF
DS/SRMU, DS/AISCSTREA, AIOBCREA
A copy of this document can be accessed at Southern Railway Web Site at the following
address - "www.sr.indianrailways.gov.in under the location "About SR-Department-PersonnelPalghat Division" or http:/iibit.lv/2GSTsC7 or http://rebrand.lylpgt"
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